
Watership Down Summer Reading Eng I CP & H Name_____________________________

I._____________________________&_______________________________are two brothers who live
in a warren in _________________________________, in the English countryside.

2.______________________________has visions; he sees a ___________________________that
causes him to tell the others they need to________________________________________.

3.The ______________________________is the warren’s Chief Rabbit; how does he react to Fiver’s
warning?_________________________________________________

4.Which two friends decide to leave with Hazel & Fiver?____________________,________________

5.The________________________is the police/protector; even though________________________ is
a member of the Owsla, he wants to leave also.

6.Name the other rabbits who go with them:(6)_____________________, _______________________,
________________________,_________________________,___________________,_____________

7.Which captain tries to arrest them?________________________;  ________________________fights
him off and they leave.

8.__________________________________becomes their leader.

9.Who was El-ahrairah?_______________________________________________________who was
El-ahrairah’s friend?____________________________________________

10._______________________________invites the to his warren. All the rabbits are healthy and large
but are sad and fearful too. Why?_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

11.___________________________got caught in a snare when he, Fiver, & Hazel leave Cowslip’s
warren.

12._________________________________________is the safe refuge Fiver sees in a vision and
becomes their new home. They build their warren & the ___________________________________is
the large common room or area.

13.At______________________, feeding time, they find Holly & __________________________who
tell them about Sandleford’s destruction.

14.The rabbits’  language is _____________________________. They talk to_____________________,
a wounded gull, who stays with them a while. Hazel wants to ask the gull a favor. What is it?_______
________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

15.Which rabbits go with Kehaar to that warren?_________________________________________
Hazel leads another group to raid the farm, but that is a disaster and he is _________________. The
other rabbits go back to Watership Down thinking that_______________________________________.



16.Who/what was Efrafa and who was the leader?_______________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

17.Tell what happens to newborns at Efrafa and what it was called_______________________
___________________________________________________________________________,what did
the mark mean?___________________________________________________________________

18.Holly & the others escaped by crossing train tracks which they called an____________________.

19.Fiver has a vision in which he sees that_______________________________________________,so
he &__________________________________go to get him.

20.After Hazel’s rescue they go back to Efrafa to_________________________________________.

21.___________________________infiltrates the warren by pretending to be a __________________,a
wild field rabbit. They set off in a small wooden boat to go to Efrafa. Bigwig tells them that
______________________are dangerous at night but not during the day.

22.Bigwig introduces himself to General Woundwort as________________________; his is accepted
into their clan. Then the Council members ________________________, ______________________,
____________________,&___________________________show him how things are done.

23._______________________________is the leader of a group of rebellious does; Bigwig wants her to
help so she agrees. He tells her at_____________________ a ____________________will help them
get to the river.

24.Their plan is rescheduled for the next day._________________________was arrested. There was a
thunderstorm & finally they were able to escape by_____________________.They were followed
by__________________________& a few other Efrafrans.

25.They were trapped in the_________________________________, had to abandon the boat; Kehaar
told the rabbits to_________________________________________________________.Finally they
made it back to Watership Down.

26.A _________________________tells them of other rabbits, so Hazel sends out a patrol. He captures
_____________________________&__________________________.Soon they are under siege. The
____________________________started digging at the Honeycomb.

27.Hazel has a new vision, so he goes to_________________________________& frees the dog. Then
___________________________________&____________________________take the dog to
Watership Down.

28.While at Nuthanger Farm, Hazel is attacked by a___________________, but is saved by__________.
The dog rushes up the hill at Watership Down & chases the_________________________away.

29.Bigwig’s doe is_____________________________; _______________________is Fiver’s doe.

30._______________________________shows up after their arrival in the bean field; his warren has
many empty___________________________.



31.Whenever Hazel asks Strawberry a question, it always began with_______________________&
Strawberry always refused to answer.

32.All of Hazel’s rabbits agree that Cowslip’s warren is__________________________; Hazel’s rabbits
had been resting in the bean field when they were attacked by_____________________________.

33.Captain Holly smells of ______________________; he claims he saw the_____________________
Approaching the original rabbit colony.

34.Tell 2 ways Capt. Holly says humans destroyed the original colony:_______________________
________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

35.According to Bluebell, ______________________spoiled Prince Rainbow’s commands.

36._______________________becomes Kehaar’s companion & carries his messages to the other
rabbits.

37.___________________________removes the shotgun pellets from Hazel’s leg.

38.Who was put in charge of a plan to get does from Efrafa? What is that plan, and how does Fiver feel
about it?_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

39.Capt. Woundwort uses ____________________________to gain control of the territory; when
Kehaar tell them a patrol is near, Hazel & the other rabbits ___________________________________
_____________________________________.

40._________________________tells Kehaar that Hazel’s rabbits must be ready at sunset. An officer
recognized Bigwig.  Woundwort told Bigwig that and told him to watch out for _________________.

41.Who was almost left behind when Hazel’s rabbits had to flee Efrafra_____________________

42.Two does died on the way back to the warren because of a __________________and from
_______________________________________________________.

43.When Hazel’s colony gets home, they have ________bucks & ____________does (number of each).

44.The______________________tells Hazel  that rabbits are nearby; so Hazel’s strategy to defend the
warren is to_______________________________________.

45.What did Bigwig do to Woundwort, when Woundwort was trying to enter the Honeycomb?_____
____________________________________________

46.Hazel thinks his rabbits should build _______________________________between Honeycomb &
Efrafa.



47.Tell which character fits each description:
a)_______________________________1st doe to have a litter;
b)________________________________convinced to leave Owsla
c)__________________________________smallest rabbit; fiercely loyal to Fiver
d)____________________________________Holly’s friend
e)___________________________________fastest; used as scout
f)____________________________________smartest
g)___________________________________good at tracking
h)___________________________________Clover’s mate

48.Explain the story of Rowsby Woof & Fairy Wogdog_______________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

49.The author is____________________________________________; he was influenced by this war to
write the story_____________________________; it was published in____________________(year).

50.The story is told in _____________omniscient POV; the setting is from______________________to
_________________________(months).

51.____________________________________is the protagonist; _____________________________is
the antagonist.  When does the climax occur?______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

52.List 3 main themes of the novel_________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

53.Define totalitarianism_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

54.How is “natural” used throughout the novel?________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Study guide due at 8:00 Friday, Aug 12, 2022

Book Test Wednesday, Aug. 17, 2022

Project–Create a map of the area including the Honeycomb, Watership Down, Nuthanger Farm,
the bridge, the train tracks, and have at least one animal at each place.  Use ½ half size poster
board.  Be colorful, creative;all the rabbits have different personalities.  DUE DATE Tues. Aug,
23, 2022 @8:00

Writing–Write an 8-12 compare/contrast paragraph about Hazel & El-ahraia; Due DATE: Friday,
August 26, 2022 @8:00 a.m.




